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Banquet Ticket “Pre-Sell” – The Importance of Planning 

There is no doubt the economy is keeping dollars close to home and discretionary giving has 

become a larger challenge as a result but not impossible to maintain or yes, increase, but it 

takes planning. Gone are the days when a chapter can simply pick a banquet date and wait to 

see who may show up, regardless of historical experience. Things are changing. 

We recommend two things for all chapters; First, manage and grow your membership, 

apply for the membership drive ability with QUWF National early in the year so it does not have 

to be part of your banquet ticket. This reduces attendee costs and provides a much more 

economical cost for all troubled family budgets. Simply put, 2 tickets at $55.00 (meal plus 

membership) are $110.00. Using your ability to manage membership, that cost could be $40.00, 

and that makes a HUGE difference today and your membership drive is already over by the 

time the banquet rolls around. Second; pre-sell banquet tickets beginning 60 days before the 

banquet date, I’ll say again PRE-SELL!!. This helps underwrite the cost of the meal and takes 

enormous pressure off of the banquet budget goals. Not everyone will come who buys a ticket 

so don’t think all will be there. Figure 80 to 85% of pre-sell will be present as a guide. Of the 

attendees, roughly figure about half will be bidders. 

How do you pre-sell and activate all members of the chapter? QUWF

National will provide you with your complete, up to date membership list anytime you wish. 

Mail each member of the chapter 4 banquets tickets, 10 each for committee members. The FREE 

banquet ticket template fits neatly in an envelope from Wal-Mart. Keep a log by name of the 

tickets sent and before putting them in the envelope, write the members initials or first initial 

and last name on the bottom of the tickets to be kept by the chapter or sent in to national. If 

sent to national we will tally who sold tickets for the chapter. This does several things, activates 

all members to support the event, and tells you who is really part of the chapter and who are 

“flash-members”. They must be in the mail at least 60 days before the banquet.  Keep the 

communications with members up, perform a weekly tally of who has sold and who has not and 

send the list out via email weekly. If just half of a 75 member chapter sell their tickets, that is 

150 attendees. Also set a goal of how many chapter members will attend, 60% is a good base. 

The magic number of attendees for a good banquet appears to be 100 or more.

You can make a good profit with 100 people, less is harder but very doable and many growing 

chapters have 50 to 75 for their first events. If your pre-sell does not get you to a comfortable 
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level, put more emphasis on the tickets sales but a week before the event is not time to know 

you have only sold 10 tickets and they are to members. Hard decisions have to be made then. 

Get as many donated items for the Live and Silent Auction as possible! Don’t 

forget to add a chapter work day on the winners lands for 4 hours, “4 men and chain saws” can 

draw good interest and make you good dollars. Local hunts on private lands are also big items, 

print up certificates using Microsoft Word, the template is free!! These are pure profit items. 

Budget for the numbers: It is a little of a crap shoot trying to figure out how many will 

attend and then how many “active bidders” you will have but there are a few security blankets 

you can create. Don’t go crazy with high end guns, get economical hunting guns and handguns. 

For 100 people our chapter budgets $1,200 for guns and we had 6 guns (4 long guns, one being 

our main dinner live auction gun and two pistols), a good mix from our sponsors. Put on the live 

auction you can specify “a reserve” amount, or the amount that must be obtained to sell the 

item. The auctioneer should announce the items. Ensure nothing goes below cost. We stay 

away from buying any prints, unless they are donated. 

Raffle Guns - A high risk with low Attendance: the biggest risk in banquet results is 

putting many guns in a raffle pack, or any high ticket items, and not enough packs are sold to 

cover the actual costs. Unless you pre-sell tickets there is no way to even show a litmus test of 

how many maybe coming or how many bidders you may actually have. A buffer is to have 

smaller games like the “Youth Dice Roll”,  or card raffle which can become a 50/50 if the sales 

are not there, with a lower value rifle or gun as the prize; a dinner raffle pistol where-in you 

have to buy a ticket while in the dinner line. By then you will know how many are in attendance 

and whether to do it or not and if the value of the tickets has to change accordingly. Use a dry 

erasable board to set the value of the tickets. Packs of tickets are not printed with values by 

National for a reason, so you can convert a $100.00 pack to $50.00 by changing the sign. You 

have to act quickly on site, if the attendance is not going to be up to expectations, and we have 

all been there. 

Above all PRE-SELL tickets, don’t totally gamble “they will come”. 

We (at our local banquet) have begun to use dry erasable boards for “on table” 

signs and setting raffle ticket values. The medium size (17 x 23) is about $7.00 at Wal-

Mart and they are magnetic so you can change values and information quickly and use year 
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after year (don’t store them in a humid area). You can get table top easels from Staples or any 

office supply to hold them up, put labels on them so they do not walk out the door either.  

Watch your dinner costs: With Pre-sell you now have at least an idea of how many to

purchase meals for, keep an updated list and you should know who just bought tickets but are 

not coming (mark it on the ticket stub). Try to keep meals at or below $15.00, try to get $10.00 

if at all possible. The food becomes a “fixed cost” once the doors open, one you have to pay 

that night most likely. The banquet ticket should cover the costs of the meal and the facility at a 

minimum, with a $10.00 profit as a goal. Example, we use a church facility, for a $200.00 

donation, our food costs are $8.00 a head (we use a small town BBQ vendor, and yes it is well 

below average) and our Ticket cost is $20.00 as we run membership drives prior to the 

banquet. We cover our food costs, the facility and have some dollars to cover purchased items 

going in. 

Above all don’t forget why we do this, without your support our wildlife will 

suffer, habitat will continue to decline, and the hunting heritage will be in books 

only, we cannot let that happen. 
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